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Prez’s Corner – Mark Chomyn
Another month has passed and we’ve seen our country begin to re-open, only to find that certain areas of the
country experienced an increase in incidence of COVID-19 cases. Now we’re hearing rumblings about the
possibility of a new round of shut downs. Never thought that we would be experiencing such an unsettling
and confusing world-wide condition. All the more reason to lean on our hobby and our families to get us
through this. Better times are coming.
We held a fun fly on June 14 as our last outdoor flying activity before our customary “dark period” in
July/August. Hopefully come September we’ll get some better news on the COVID situation and the
condition of Taibi Field. Thanks to a joint effort by the Perris Free Flight Alliance, the grass in the “infield
section of the flying site was mowed below a foot high. Our thanks to Bernie Crowe and Lance Powers of
the SCAMPS and the Alliance for their efforts on field maintenance. And, if you’ve been to the field lately
you may have noticed that several of the mulch piles along the edges of the infield have been plowed in and
are lower in height. Though reduced in height, the soft condition of the plowed in mounds still makes
walking a bit tricky so you need to watch your step. It is anticipated that more of this plowing may be done
in the future but the schedule for that depends on Jason’s (the farmer/lessee) ability to provide the time and
machinery to do so. We will provide updates in that regard if, and as. they occur. We’ve got our fingers
crossed.
As an interesting aside to the field work, there was some drama involved in the recent mowing of the infield.
The weed control operator for the work was involved in an accident that almost totally destroyed the
equipment used for mowing. This accident. along with some illegal debris dumping at the field requiring
removal prior to mowing, caused a delay in the mowing but it was eventually accomplished. If you want
more information and pictures about this check out the June issue of the SCAMPS Gas Lines newsletter.
As I reported last month, I’ve been enjoying the articles on “Building a Free Flight Model” in AMA’s Model
Aviation magazine. However, the third and last installment by Bob Benjamin in the July MA was a little
disappointing. If this series of articles was aimed at tutoring the beginner, there was some information
lacking. In particular there was no discussion of the location of the CG and its importance in balancing the
model. In addition to balancing, there was no discussion of the need for test gliding and the adjustment of
flying surfaces to aid in achieving a smooth glide prior to power flying. Likewise, there was no mention of
thrust adjustments. I was looking forward to a discussion of trimming since I built an Ajax myself (that never
flew well) which now sits gathering dust in the garage. I was hoping that the article might provide some
information on how Bob Benjamin got his to fly reliably.
Add to all this, the wet covering method shown is likely beyond the ability of the novice builder. In fact, I
wouldn’t be inclined to want to try it myself. All-in-all though. if the articles were meant to at least introduce
the sport of free flight to the public at large it was a very good overview. I hope that the articles do catch the
interest of those not currently involved in, but inclined to want to try, model aviation. And, who knows, it
may even make some current R/C or control line fliers want to revisit the beginnings of model aviation and
try free flight.
Until next month, keep building. I can’t wait to see some of the new planes that will hit the field in
September. Above all, please follow the appropriate COVID precautionary measures and may you and your
families stay healthy.
Mark
“Crashes provide much of the excitement and fireworks at a gas model meet“.
Popular Science Monthly, December 1935
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Forming a Plastic Canopy Without a Vacuum Forming Machine
By Mike Jester
During the shelter in place era I built a 2X Walt Mooney Embraer Ipanema crop duster that needed a
canopy. My vacuum forming machine was 550 miles away. So, I had to come up with a different way to
form the canopy. I had been warned by Bob Hodes, who built the same model airplane shown below, that it
was difficult to build a frame for the window panels. He resorted to building a window frame on a jig. I
briefly toyed with the idea of cutting a sheet of clear acetate to a precise outline and folding it. After five
tries I actually got a pretty good paper pattern. But I came to the conclusion that the finished product would
likely be very ugly. I ending up fabricating a clear plastic canopy using a simple technique I learned about
from a YouTube video.

2X Walt Mooney Embraer Ipanema by Bob Hodes

I first laminated a stack of 1/8-sheet balsa wood squares with Titebond glue for later cutting and sanding into
a mold plug.

Mold Plug Made from Laminated Balsa Wood Sheet

I glued a wooden dowel into the bottom of the plug for supporting it on a wooden base. I then placed
a piece of clear plastic packaging over the mold plug. It was vacuum formed clear plastic packaging that
was about .005-inches to .007 inches thick. Wearing gloves, I had my wife apply heat with a hot air heat gun.
As the plastic softens it shrinks and you can pull it down tight around the mold plug. I first used a portion of
a vegetable tray, but the plastic turned cloudy white if it got over-heated. I then switched to a different
plastic. It was a vacuum formed shell used to house a trickle charger that I recently purchased. This plastic
did not turn white. It takes patience to slowly heat the plastic in a given area and pull it down tight. You
need to wrap the hot plastic around the bottom edge of the plug so it won’t pull away when it cools.

Heat Forming a Plastic Canopy Over a Balsa Wood Mold Plug

After trimming with scissors to fit the fuselage, my molded canopy looked good enough.

Molded Canopy After Trimming

I spray painted its roof with flat black Design Master floral spray paint. The canopy was finished
with narrow strips of black matte chart tape to simulate the window frame. This is the same kind of tape that
I used to outline the ailerons and the control surfaces on the stab and fin.

2X Walt Mooney Embraer Ipanema by Mike Jester
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

From The Workbench - J.Merrill
I finally finished this up tonight, after way too
many years of it being half-done and shoved
in a box in the garage.
A friend/co-worker of mine asked what I was
doing while furloughed from work. I told her
that I was enjoying more time building model
airplanes, to which she inquired if I ever built
a Spitfire? She’s from England originally, and
the Spitfire was one of her favorite aircraft.
I’ve always liked it too, lots of graceful curves
and lines (which I learned aren’t the easiest to
cover with tissue). So I pulled this old dusty
bare-bones sled out of the garage and
decided to finish it up.
I showed her a picture of this at work today,
and she was almost giddy, and couldn’t
believe I finished it in a pink color. I told her
that pink was an authentic RAF color used
during WWII on low-level photo
reconnaissance Spitfires, as it blended in
perfectly if they flew just below the clouds.
The pilots still hated it, but allegedly it did
work
.

This was built from one of the nine Guillow’s
“500” series of kits, all are Walnut scale, with
roughly a 16 1/2” wingspan. The plane ended
up costing me an extra 61 cents, as it has 6
dimes and 1 penny glued inside the nose. I
wanted to balance it without having to use a
lump (fistful) of clay, so the coins were my
next best option.
She’s pretty heavy, so I sure don’t expect any
spectacular record-setting flights, but it was
fun to build and even more fun getting an
education about the variety of photo recon
Spitfires.
One tid-bit of worthless trivia that I thought
was interesting is that I had believed that the
photo planes always had their guns
removed. Come to find out this was true for
the more common high altitude recon planes,
which were usually a solid blue color.
However, flying at much lower level the pilots
of the pink planes felt much more vulnerable,
so they kept their eight .303” machine guns in
the wings. They also kept the roundels off of
the bottom of the wings, only had them on the
top of both wings.

J.Merrill Workbench from previous page

From The Workbench – D.Scigliano

Being back to work, that’s probably all I’m
going to get finished this month. I hope you
stay safe, and stay healthy.

Here is my latest build, another old Guillows
kit. Also I believe my dues are up next
month, I will send payment. I wish I could
make it out to the field, but it seems I am
always at work on the weekends, am I able to
fly during the week at the Perris field?

In the meantime, what’s on your workbench?

This is the Guillows P-51 Mustang 400
series with 27 inch wing span, older die cut
kit. I built this kit because I entered an online
Guillows Facebook contest to see who could
get one of these large birds to fly using all the
kit parts; this included the designed landing
gear.
I know these kits are now laser cut and the
wood quality is much better, but I still prefer
hand cut or die cut parts to lazy cut
kits........Ok I must admit I enjoy the ease of
lazy cut models... Any way the wood is a little
heavy. I spent one night popping out the
parts and truing them to the parts shown on
the plans, that is one good thing about
Guillows kits the parts are on the plans.
For the construction I used good ole Testors
wood cement and Elmers Glue-All taking my
time to make sure everything was nice and
straight. Once again I built per the plans with
no modifications or any changes to make
lighter, adding the functioning landing gear
added 20 grams.
After she was built is was time to cover using
the kit supplied light weight silkspan, I say
light weight but it is actually heavier than
tissue when it is all said and done. The good
thing about silkspan is how easy it is to use
and cover wet around compound curves. I
attached the silkspan with thinned Elmers
glue and once tight I applied 3 coats of
thinned Sig Lite.
Before gluing on the plastic nose I had to
balance the model with 10grams of supplied
clay. Once she was all put together and
balanced the weight was 90 grams minus the

D.Scigliano Workbench from previous page
rubber. I decided not paint because of the
extra weight and I wanted the over
engineered structure to show through during
flight. I did use the old kit decals and they
went on ok for their age with some areas
breaking apart.
Since I am still working, I really did not have
time to fly in a large field for the contest so I
flew the Mustang at my local park. The park
is not very big so I went with the stock kit
rubber and supplied prop set up. I used good
ole FAI soap/glycerin lube and was able to
get 350 turns in the rubber which is plenty for
the small field. All said and done she flew
great with no trimming, I was surprised and I
really think with more room and better rubber
she will fly great. Also this little battery
operated winder is great for trimming flights or
small fields where you do not need to stretch
the rubber, also don' have to set up a stooge.

Electric
Winder 

From The Workbench - J.Swain
The Red/White E36 Clint Brooks Apache E36
model was built about 2+ years ago but I
never flew it until about 2 weeks ago.
Everything was stone-dead flat as I was
concerned any washout/wash-in would make
the power phase too twitchy for the high
speed ascent. This idea worked well.

350- this model has about a 1/2" fuse width
and is solid up front so all the bits and pieces
had to hang outside. Bottom line it fly's just
fine and a successful effort by Sal Taibi to
design a foolproof plane for modelers
like me ;)

Being comfortable with the standard pylon
E36 I was unsure what to expect thus the
delay. What I did was substitute a micro rc
4ch receiver to actuate the DT and instantly
control the power amount and time limit.
This plan worked perfectly and the only
adjustment the model needed was about a
1/16" shim under the stab TE. The model was
flying normally and catching thermals after
only 5 test flights. That’s a record for me!
Starduster 35
The skeleton picture is a building complete
but uncovered Starduster 350 from a original
Taibi kit. I was able to plan the electrical parts
a bit better using softer balsa 3/32" doublers
on the front of the fuse to keep more of the
components out of the wind stream. This will
be covered again in PolySpan and should be
flying in the next week or so.
Apache2 E36
The white/orange Starduster was a short kit I
bought a few years ago and was completed
around the end of May 2020. This build went
rather fast for me due to the Covid shutdown.
The model is stock with exception of an
additional top spar at the high point as i had
come to understand the model is under
strength relative to today’s higher powered
brushless motors. This model also used the
rc micro receiver for safe trimming and flies
quite well (actually all models, plastic bags,
and tumble weeds fly well at Perris...). I used
PolySpan and dope covering and that has
worked well for strength and puncture
resistance. The only short coming was me in
my layout of the electrical components- not as
clean as was my next build the Starduster

I have been using the rc micro 4ch
transmitter/receiver idea based on the
suggestion of Jim Jennings trimming
instructions while building my three 'e36 Mutt'
and it has been a golden nugget of help for
trimming and saving my models from
destruction during the tricky initial trimming
phase. The receiver is almost exactly the
same size as the standalone e36 timer so it
has been easy to substitute after the model is
safely trimmed.

StardusterX 
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